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Abstract 

This paper focuses on what methods can be used to translate a British cookbook into 

Swedish, and more specifically, how to translate culture-specific phenomena and 

linguistic features in the form of personal pronouns and imperative verbs. The 

discussion revolves around a translation specifically produced for this paper. An 

analysis of text types according to the model offered by Katharina Reiss is presented, in 

order to demonstrate the function of the source text as well as the target text. In 

addition, framework structured by Peter Newmark and Eugene Nida are consulted to 

support the translation choices. 

The results show that different strategies were used to translate culture-specific 

phenomena – some that put the needs of the target readers first and some that put the 

loyalty towards the source text first. When it came to linguistic features, however, the 

approach was more consistent.   
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1. Introduction 

Over the past years, cooking has become an increasingly popular topic, both on TV and 

in written format. These days, one not only has the opportunity to watch cooking shows 

and read cookbooks from one’s own country, but it is also possible to find several 

international versions. Since foreign cookbooks spread so rapidly across the borders of 

their original country, one might also wonder what makes a successfully translated 

cookbook. Several hinders are likely to appear along the translation process for such a 

book, both linguistic and culture-related. But how does one handle these hinders, and 

what methods can be used to translate them?  

Although it is not possible to set up a general framework for translating all foreign 

cookbooks, it could still be useful to critically assess certain translation methods, by 

putting them into practice. That is what this paper sets out to do. 

The outline of this paper is as follows: Section 1.1 states the aim of this paper in 

detail, while sections 1.2 and 1.3 present methods and material that this paper is based 

on. Next, section 2 discusses translation theories that pave the way for section 3, which 

then demonstrates these theories in practise, by giving concrete examples of translation 

issues and their possible solutions. Last, section 4 sums up the results and offers a final 

conclusion about the findings.          

 

1.1 Aim 

The aim of this paper is to discuss methods that may be used to translate a cookbook 

from English to Swedish. Focus will lie on how to translate two different types of 

issues, which may arise during this process. These issues are: 

 

(i) Culture-specific phenomena 

(ii)  Linguistic features 

 

More specifically, the first issue refers to features in a cookbook that are specific to a 

certain culture and can therefore be difficult to deal with in a translation. In this case, 

such phenomena involve names of bakes, foreign ingredients, measurements and 

traditions. The second issue concerns how to translate certain linguistic features, which 

in this case will be personal pronouns and verbs in the imperative form. 
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1.2 Method 

To be able to examine translation methods in detail, a qualitative research approach was 

adopted. A quantitative approach would have given a broader, more general outcome 

but also requires a larger amount of data, which is why it was not suitable in this case. 

The main source of data in this study is a piece of text from a British cookbook, which I 

have translated from English to Swedish. To do this, translation choices were first of all 

based on previous translation theory or linguistic theory, which will be discussed further 

in section 2.  

In addition to theories, parallel texts in the form of a range of other Swedish 

cookbooks were used, particularly to compare how these tend to use personal pronouns 

and imperative verbs. Websites have been useful too, as well as the professional baker I 

am fortunate enough to know. Since I am not an expert on the subject of baking, merely 

an enthusiast, the contact with this baker has been highly convenient during the research 

process. 

It is also important to point out that while a qualitative study like this provides 

detailed examples in their natural context, they cannot account for any broad 

generalisations. It is quite possible that the translation methods used in this paper do not 

work for all cookbooks. Furthermore, my own translation provided in this study may 

not necessarily be executed to everyone’s taste. Usually there are several different 

methods to apply as well and which one is most suitable can be rather subjective. Being 

aware of this, however, my intention is therefore to support the translation choices with 

well-founded argumentation.  

Another drawback with my study is that, due to space limitations, it is not possible 

to analyse every relevant example from the translation. There will still be examples that 

had to be left out of the analysis, although the ones that are included in this paper also 

represent a general pattern for the rest of the translation choices.       

 

1.3 Material 

The source text (ST) that has been translated for this paper is a part of Mary Berry’s 

Baking Bible, written by Mary Berry in 2009. This is a British cookbook that presents 

traditional recipes along with Berry’s own tips for home baking. The intended target 

audience of the book are mainly Brits, since both Imperial and metric measurements are 

included, and since some of the ingredients stated, such as “double cream” cannot be 

found in all countries. Furthermore, the target audience of the book seems to vary when 
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it comes to baking skills. One could argue that the presentation and description of rather 

basic ingredients, such as flour and sugar, might suggest a relatively inexperienced 

audience. Also, there are several references to the “easy-to-use” approach (p.10) that 

Berry promotes, which may also be particularly appealing to a beginner audience. 

However, Berry is also keen to point out that the book is not only suitable for beginners. 

The comment “I hope this book will inspire a new generation of cooks as well as prove 

useful to seasoned bakers” (p.10) shows that she also has a more advanced audience in 

mind. 

Moving on to the target text (TT), this will of course have a Swedish target 

audience. Other than that, the audience will be similar to the one of the ST, i.e. readers 

with a varying knowledge of baking. The TT will, however, differ slightly from the ST 

when it comes to the functions of the text. Motivation for this, as well as a more detailed 

analysis of the functions of both the ST and TT will be presented in section 3.1.  

 

2. Theoretical background 

This section presents the theories and methods that were used when producing the TT, 

and analysing it in relation to the ST. Firstly, theories behind Reiss’ text type analysis 

will be described. Secondly, theories and methods concerning translation of culture-

specific phenomena will be explained. Finally, the section will end with linguistic 

theories relating to personal pronouns and imperative verbs, and the translation theories 

that were used when translating them.  

 

2.1  Establishing text function 

Before translating a text, Reiss (1977:114) argues that it may be useful to first of all 

establish the functions of the ST. That way, the translator will be able to see the aims 

behind the ST, which will then have a greater chance of being communicated in the TT 

as well. Reiss also argues that establishing the function of the TT is important, in order 

to see whether these are different. If so, there may be other functions to pay attention to 

when structuring the TT. In this paper, Reiss’ theory represents one of the frameworks, 

which the translation was built around. This is because I found that to first of all 

establish the text functions of the ST and the TT aided the decisions of what translation 

methods to use. 
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2.1.1 Reiss’ theory 

Reiss (1977:109) offers three different text functions that a text can have, depending on 

its particular qualities. The first text function is the informative function. Within this 

category, the content of the text is the most important aspect. Information is passed on 

to the reader in a logical manner and neutral style, without “linguistic niceties”. Reiss 

(1977:109) then recommends that the translator concentrates on delivering the 

information plainly in the TT. All the facts should be communicated correctly and 

explicitation used if necessary. For example, if a piece from an encyclopaedia is to be 

translated, the most important job is to transfer the facts, avoid ambiguities and make 

the message understandable to the target audience.  

The second type of text function, the expressive function, is more about the 

author’s own viewpoint. Here, the main focus is the way in which the message is 

delivered. The “sender is foregrounded” (Reiss 1977:109) in this function and displays 

her voice clearly, and the translator should therefore make sure to let the author’s voice 

shine through even in the TT. Reiss (1977:109) recommends that the translator then 

writes the TT from the original author’s perspective. For instance, if something written 

by James Joyce is to be translated, it has to be written from his point of view still in the 

TT.  

Finally, the third kind of function is the operative function. The language format 

in a text with this function is often directly aimed towards the reader. The aim is usually 

to persuade the audience, or make the reader act upon the message that the text 

communicates. Reiss (1977:109) points out that it is important that the TT produces the 

same response as the ST does. For example, the reactions to an advert should be the 

same, both in the ST and TT environment. She therefore argues that the translator must 

find equivalents that have the same effects as the originals. 

Although Munday (2012:115) declares that Reiss’ work has been widely used and 

appreciated, there has still been some criticism aimed towards her theory. For example, 

texts may not be differentiated as easily as the theory gives the impression of. Texts are 

highly likely to contain elements of more than one function, which is why it can be 

more difficult than expected to determine what translation method should be used. For 

this problem, Reiss (1977:109) offers a solution. She states that it is quite possible that a 

text is a so called hybrid, i.e. has more than one text function. She gives the example of 

a biography, which has a mix of informative and expressive functions, since it not only 

delivers information, but also does so in an expressive way, displaying the author’s 
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personal point of view. For hybrid texts, the translator has to make use of all the 

different translation methods recommended for the previously mentioned text functions. 

The theory of hybrid texts was useful in this paper since the cookbook that has been 

translated does have more than one function. This will be discussed further in section 

3.1, where a thorough analysis of the functions of the ST and TT will be carried out, 

using Reiss’ framework.   

 

2.2  Translation and culture-specific phenomena 

As Munday (2012:154) states, cultural gaps between the source language and the target 

language cause culture-specific phenomena to be common obstacles in the process of 

translation. This was also the case in this paper. The following section offers a brief 

description of how these culture-specific phenomena may be recognised, according to 

Newmark. This is then followed by a presentation of Newmark’s methods for 

translating these phenomena, which are the methods that were used in this paper. 

 

2.2.1 What are culture-specific phenomena? 

According to Newmark (1988:95), culture-specific phenomena are relatively easy to 

discover as they are associated with a particular culture and do not awaken the same 

associations for the TT readers as the ST readers. Newmark (1988:94) continues by 

explaining that culture-specific phenomena may not always be a problem in translation, 

however, as long as the culture of the ST and TT overlap in some way. For instance, 

although pasta may be associated with Italy, this is still a dish that is well known in 

other countries too, which means it probably would not be an issue for the translator. If, 

however, there is a gap between the culture of the ST and TT, certain culture-specific 

phenomena could be problematic, as was sometimes the case in this paper.  

 

2.2.2 Newmark’s translation methods 

Newmark (1988:103) offers specific methods for translating culture-specific 

phenomena, depending on whether the translator aims to stay more or less true to the 

ST. Not all methods were relevant for this paper, which is why only the ones that were 

used to produce the TT or discussed in relation to an issue will be presented in this 

section.  

In an effort to stay as true to the ST as possible, one could make use of 

Newmark’s transference. In this method, one simply transfers a cultural concept 
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directly into the TT, e.g. by using the English word “Sunday roast” in a Swedish TT. 

This provides a local atmosphere and maintains the flow of the TT, but can also hinder 

comprehension and fail to communicate the message to the readers. However, since 

Newmark (1988:97) explains that “[…] French dishes can remain in French if they are 

explained in the recipes”, this may still be a useful method.  

Another method Newmark (1988:91) offers is to use notes in the TT. For instance, 

the original term (such as “Sunday roast”) could be transferred into the TT, but together 

with extra contextual information in the target language, such as “traditionell 

familjemåltid, bestående av ugnsbakat kött och grönsaker”. The translator could also 

choose not to transfer the original term, but instead aim for a Swedish equivalent along 

with explanatory notes. Although this may be a very accurate translation method, 

Newmark (1988:91) also states that if the notes interrupt the flow of a running text, this 

may not be a preferable method. 

There is also the option of using a more neutral translation strategy such as 

neutralisation (Newmark 1988:103). This is when a culture-specific ST word is 

described in neutral terms in the TT. This would be the case if “Sunday roast” was to be 

represented by something like “en måltid” in Swedish. The very specific cultural 

reference is deleted this way, but at the same time, the neutral term represents a concept 

that is known in both the ST and TT culture, which means none of the cultures is 

outshining the other.    

A translation method that prioritised the target readers would then be to use a 

cultural equivalent (Newmark 1988:103). This is something that carries equal cultural 

value in the TT environment. In this case, perhaps an equally traditional Swedish meal, 

such as “söndagsstek”, could be used instead of “Sunday roast”. Although the culture 

behind the ST concept is entirely removed this way, this option is still likely to have the 

desired effect on the TT readers, e.g. to make them think of something very traditional. 

In cookbooks, however, Epstein (2009) advices translators to use this method 

selectively. She claims that especially in terms of foreign ingredients, the translator 

should not substitute these too quickly, unless they see it necessary or can be sure that 

the new ingredient will work just as well. Also, in her opinion, food culture is spreading 

so rapidly these days that sooner or later, the original ingredient may well reach the TT 

country anyway. This is therefore another reason to use cultural equivalents in 

moderation when it comes to ingredients. Epstein does, however, recommend using 

cultural equivalents in terms of measurements, since these are likely to remain stable in 
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the TT culture and therefore, interference from the ST system could simply cause 

confusion.  

Finally, the translator can also make use of Newmark’s (1988:103) method 

deletion, and simply leave out very culture-specific references from the ST that would 

not make sense in the TT or that would not be necessary for the target readers to know. 

A culture-specific phenomena such as “Sunday roast” could then be omitted entirely.  

 According to Munday (2012:72), Newmark has been criticised for being too 

prescriptive. I do see what Munday means, especially when examining Newmark’s very 

confident remark about French dishes above. However, I also found that although his 

methods are quite specific and therefore may not work in all contexts, there were still 

some methods that suited the TT in this paper perfectly. Also, before deciding on a 

translation approach, Newmark (1988:5) states that it is important to consider the 

function of the ST and TT as well. This is why an analysis using Reiss’ theories is 

carried out first in section 3 of this paper. Once this was done, it was possible to 

determine which of Newmark’s methods seemed applicable.                

  

2.3 Discourse analysis and translation 

Munday (2012:137) states that so called ‘discourse analysis’ is frequently being used 

among translators these days, in order to deal with certain problematic linguistic 

features that appear during the translation process. Within discourse analysis, linguistic 

choices are analysed in order to establish “the way language communicates meaning 

and social and power relations” (Munday 2012:137). In other words, such an analysis 

looks at linguistic features and discusses them in relation to a wider social context. 

From a translation point of view, discourse analysis can therefore help to achieve a 

deeper understanding of the meaning behind the linguistic choices in the ST. This 

knowledge will also, according to Munday (2012:137), help the translator to decide on a 

translation method later on.   

During the translation process for this paper, there were two types of linguistic 

features that stood out and were particularly problematic – personal pronouns and 

imperative verbs. To aid the translation process, it therefore seemed worth examining 

these features using theories of discourse analysis. If a deeper understanding of the 

personal pronouns and imperative verbs of the ST could be achieved, perhaps it would 

also be easier to make a choice when it comes to Swedish equivalents in the TT.  
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The following two sections present theories of discourse analysis, which were 

used to analyse pronouns and imperative verbs in this paper. Then, in the final section 

of this chapter, the theory used for translating pronouns and imperative verbs will also 

be laid out.  

 

2.3.1 Personal pronouns and their functions 

According to Halliday & Hasan (1985:38), personal pronouns are a linguistic feature 

that can affect the way in which a text speaks to its readers. In other words, they can 

have an impact on the way the reader is being addressed. One such pronoun that was 

particularly common in the ST was you. Halliday & Hasan (1985:38) state that different 

meanings may be embedded in this pronoun. The author could for instance want to refer 

to you personally, or to anyone in general. 

The English personal pronoun you can be a particularly difficult word to translate 

into Swedish. Although the same meanings behind this pronoun exist in Swedish, they 

also have different formats so to speak, rather than the same format as in English. It is 

therefore essential to work out what kind of address that is communicated in a particular 

case of you, in order to be able to establish a suitable Swedish equivalent. For the 

English you, there are for instance the Swedish options of ni and Ni, according to 

Hultman (2003:121). I have not come across these forms in cookbooks before, however, 

which is why they will not be discussed further in this particular paper. Instead, focus 

will lie on the two remaining equivalents.  

As Hellspong & Ledin (1997:173) point out, Swedes can choose to address their 

readers through man, which refers to anyone in general. They also explain that 

addressing the readers in a general way would give a slightly more formal effect to the 

text, since the author then becomes less personal with the reader. Another option is to 

use du, in which the reader is addressed in a more personal way. This is therefore one 

way for the author to create the impression of a personal contact with the reader and 

also give the text a more informal tone, Hellspong & Ledin (1997:173) argue, as the 

author becomes less distant this way.      

 

2.3.2 Imperative verbs and their functions 

Another linguistic feature that required closer investigation during the translation 

process was imperative verbs. Hellspong & Ledin (1997:173) argue that where this type 

of verb is used, the purpose is to make the reader act on the message or follow 
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instructions. Nordman (1994:71) points out that imperative verbs are a very 

characteristic feature of a cookbook, perhaps even more so than in any other type of 

text. According to Hellspong & Ledin (1997:173), imperative verbs can also contribute 

to a sense of authority in a text, since by instructing the readers, the author can give the 

impression of being competent and confident enough to offer guidance to the readers.  

 

2.3.3 Formal or dynamic equivalence 

Nida (1964a:159) offers a translation theory with two types of approaches. In this paper, 

these approaches were used as guidelines when determining how to structure the TT in 

terms of personal pronouns and imperative verbs. Nida’s theoretical approaches are 

formal and dynamic equivalence. In a translation of formal equivalence, the TT stays as 

close as possible to the original text, thus creating a translation which puts the loyalty 

towards the ST first. A type of formal equivalence could for instance be to use the ST:s 

linguistic structure even in the TT. This way, the target reader receives a TT that is as 

close as possible to the original version. Formal equivalence thereby respects the ST, 

without altering it in order to suit the target audience. 

Nida’s (1964a:159) second orientation, dynamic equivalence, focuses more on the 

effect a translation will have on its readers. This means that the TT should be 

constructed in a natural way that suits the expectations of the target reader. Interference 

from the ST is therefore minimal, something that would make the target readers 

experience the TT as more readable, as the translation would then blend in well in its 

own environment. 

Although Nida’s theory provides interesting points and relevant concepts, the 

theory has also been subjected to criticism. Munday (2012:68) brings up the question 

whether Nida’s theory can really be considered scientific or not. The equivalent effect 

of a TT is, after all, quite subjective, which means it could be difficult to determine 

whether a translation has the right effect on its readers or not. I agree with this, but 

would also argue that it will always be difficult to determine the effect a translation has 

on its readers, regardless of the theory behind it. Translation is after all a rather 

subjective business, which is why it is never possible to know exactly how successful a 

formal or dynamic equivalence would be. Nida’s theories have, however, been useful in 

this paper as they have pointed out possible directions to take when structuring the 

personal pronouns and imperative verbs in the TT. 
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3. Analysis 

The following section demonstrates the theories and methods from the previous section 

in practise. First, the overall text functions of the ST and TT will be discussed. Then, 

examples of translated culture-specific phenomena will be presented, followed by 

examples of linguistic features in the form of personal pronouns and imperative verbs. 

 

3.1  The functions of the source text & target text 

Reiss (1977:114) argues that establishing the function of the ST and TT before 

translating can help the translator determine the aim of the texts. This can then be of aid 

when producing the TT. The functions of the ST and TT will continue to be discussed 

throughout the remaining sections of this chapter, although it was still useful to 

establish the overall functions of the texts, before moving on to analysing the text 

function of specific features. This way, the difference between the ST and TT will be 

laid out, as argued by Reiss (1977:114), which is also a returning topic later on in 

chapter 3. 

I would argue that the ST contains elements of all Reiss’ text functions and that 

the ST would therefore be what Reiss (1977:109) calls a hybrid text. The informative 

function is evident in the information which is passed on in a neutral style. Such 

information can, for instance, be seen in Berry’s statement: “You can chop chocolate in 

a food processor”. Here, the author presents plain facts, which inform the reader without 

displaying argumentative features or personal viewpoints. Second, there are also several 

cases in which the expressive function is present. Berry makes statements such as “This 

must be the best known and loved of all family cakes”, which displays her personal 

voice, and shows that the statement is written from her point of view. Reiss’ (1977:109) 

third function, the operative function, is present in Berry’s (p. 32) “orders” such as 

“Snip each corner then press the parchment on to the greased tin, folding up the edges to 

create a paper basket”, which is meant to make the reader act on this order and follow it.  

When producing the TT, my aim was to retain the informative, expressive and 

operative functions when they appear in the ST. When considering the target audience, 

however, it also seemed as though the TT needed one additional function. Since the 

target audience are Swedes rather than Brits, it is rather unlikely that they will be 

familiar with British baking. Therefore, while the informative function of the original 

text only consists of providing information in terms of baking, the informative function 
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of the Swedish version involves introducing two things; baking as well as British baking 

culture. 

 

3.2  Translating references to culture-specific phenomena 

Britain and Sweden are not too far from each other geographically but they still differ 

on some cultural aspects, which is evident in this chapter. Below follow some of the 

baking-related culture-specific phenomena stated in the ST, as well as a description of 

the methods that were used to translate them. The phenomena that will be examined are 

names of bakes, foreign ingredients, measurements and traditions. They will be 

discussed in terms of text function, according to Reiss’ theory as described in section 

2.1.1, and will be translated using Newmark’s methods which were presented in section 

2.2.2.  

 

3.2.1 Names of bakes 

One culture-specific phenomenon that appeared frequently in the ST was names of 

different bakes. The reason I class them as culture-specific is because of Newmark’s 

(1988:95) statement about associations. The ST readers are probably familiar with these 

names and most likely have specific associations connected to them, since most of the 

bakes are very traditional, as previously mentioned. The target readers may not, 

however, share the same experiences. Examples (1) demonstrates the name of a cake 

from the ST. 

 

(1) The Large All-in-one Victoria Sandwich 

(page 40) is my speedy version of a 

much-loved sponge said to have been 

popularized by Queen Victoria. 

 Receptet på Stor All-in-one Victoria 

Sandwich (sida 40) är min 

snabbmetod för att baka en mycket 

uppskattad sockerkaka som sägs ha 

populariserats av Drottning Victoria. 

 

Victoria Sandwich is a traditional British cake, consisting of two layers of sponge cake 

with jam between them. The translation challenge therefore lies in how to deal with this 

cake name, bearing in mind that this is probably new to the target readers. One option 

could be to use a cultural equivalent (Newmark 1988:103), and replace the British bake 

with something that is equally traditional in the eyes of the Swedish audience. Perhaps a 

Swedish term such as “gräddtårta” would have worked in the TT, as this is likely to 
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awaken the same traditional associations as the source term does. However, the culture 

of the ST would be entirely lost this way, which may not be preferable when one of the 

informative functions of the TT is to introduce British baking culture.  

Since Victoria Sandwich is a kind of sponge cake, perhaps the translation method 

of neutralisation (Newmark 1988:103) could have been an alternative instead, by using 

the Swedish word “sockerkaka”. This is likely to be a familiar term for the target 

readers and still represents the ST term correctly, although in a more neutral and less 

specified way. Nevertheless, this method was not used, since I believe Victoria 

Sandwich is such a special cake that I think it would be a shame to delete its 

characteristics in the TT.  

Therefore, I also considered keeping the original term Victoria Sandwich and 

adding notes (Newmark 1988:91) such as “två sockerkakor med sylt emellan” in the 

TT. That way, the culture from the ST would not be lost. However, Newmark (1988:91) 

states that notes can sometimes interrupt the flow of a running text when inserted in the 

TT. And in my opinion, this would be the case if a Swedish explanation was added in 

Example (1).  

Instead, as Example (1) demonstrates, Newmark’s (1988:96) method of 

transference was used as a final choice, and the British names were kept as they are in 

the TT. By keeping the British names of bakes and staying true to the ST, this would 

enable the TT to introduce some of the British culture to the target readers and thus 

contribute to the additional informative function of the TT, as established in section 3.1. 

And since adding Swedish notes seemed to take up too much room in the running text, 

the names of bakes were transferred without notes in examples such as (1). 

A possible issue with this method, however, is that the TT audience may have no 

associations with the British names. Perhaps they would have preferred to know what 

they will be baking and therefore would have liked the foreign names to be translated 

rather than transferred directly. Newmark (1988:97) argues that culture-specific names 

of dishes can remain in French if they are explained in the recipe. This, I assumed, 

would also be applicable to an English-Swedish situation. I therefore decided to add 

explanatory notes to the foreign name in the actual recipe, since the notes would not run 

the same risk of being in the way here. Example (2) demonstrates the headline of the 

recipe for Victoria Sandwich, which also has the Swedish addition sockerkaka med 

syltfyllning. This way, it was also possible to facilitate for readers who want to know 
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what they will be baking. And by adding the notes to the headline of the recipe rather 

than in the running text, interruption of the flow could be avoided. 

 

(2) Large All-in-one Victoria 

Sandwich 

 Stor allt-i-ett Victoria Sandwich 

(sockerkaka med syltfyllning) 

  

3.2.2 Foreign ingredients 

Another component that is highly likely to appear in cookbooks are ingredients. Some 

ingredients from the ST were entirely new to me, and several of these ingredients do not 

even exist in Sweden. I would therefore say that these ingredients are specific to Britain, 

which, according to Newmark (1988:95) is a sign of a culture-specific phenomenon. 

Example (3) presents such an ingredient from the ST, which it was difficult to 

determine a suitable equivalent for in the TT. 

 

(3) Baking spreads give an 

excellent result, but the cake 

won’t keep as long. 

 Det går utmärkt att använda 

bakmargarin istället för smör, men 

då håller sig inte kakan lika länge. 

  

According to Ocado [www], baking spread contains something called emulsifier. This is 

explained on Efema [www] as an agent that is often added to food in order to stop fat 

and water from separating. Although there are spreadable margarines in Sweden, not all 

contains emulsifiers, according to EnaHabo [www]. Also, the professional baker Eva 

Bodinger would not recommend baking with any spreadable margarines that are 

available on the Swedish market, since they do not give a desirable outcome. It 

therefore seemed too risky to include such a thing in the TT, in case the Swedish 

spreads will separate when used in baking, or in case the result will be affected in any 

other negative way. I did, however, find that the Swedish fat bakmargarin contains 

emulsifiers, according to Unilever Food Solutions [www]. This ingredient therefore 

seemed to be a possible cultural equivalent (Newmark 1988:96) for baking spread, 

although it may not be as soft and easy to use.   

Before finalising that decision, however, considering Epstein’s (2009) points on 

replacing foreign ingredients seemed necessary. She underlines that a translator should 

not substitute something, unless they see it necessary and know that the replacement 

ingredient will work. While this is a valid point, an ingredient with exactly the same 
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qualities as baking spread does not seem to exist in Sweden. I therefore did find it 

necessary to replace baking spread in order to be on the safe side, but could also be 

quite sure that bakmargarin would give the same result, since it is intended specifically 

for baking.   

Epstein’s (2009) second argument for not substituting ingredients too quickly is 

that because foreign ingredients spread so fast these days, they might reach the target 

culture sooner or later anyway. However, it also seemed vital to pay attention to the 

current target readers. Including a foreign ingredient (such as baking spread), which the 

readers cannot find in their own country yet, does not exactly simplify their baking 

process and could therefore also hinder the operative function (Reiss 1977:109) since it 

will be more difficult to follow the instructions in the recipe. Since Reiss (1977:109) 

recommends translating operative functions so that the effect of the ST can be retained 

in the TT, including the foreign ingredient did not seem suitable. 

One could also argue that since one of the informative functions of the TT is to 

introduce British baking, the British ingredient should be included. However, I would 

still argue that it is more important to facilitate the operative function here, so that the 

target audience is more likely to be able to follow the recipes without confusing 

ingredients standing in the way. Also, since Berry aims for an easy-to-use approach, as 

established earlier, it could be preferable to aim for such an approach in the TT too, and 

therefore only include available ingredients. Therefore, Newmark’s (1988:96) method 

of using a cultural equivalent was the final choice.  

 In contrast to the translation in Example (3), however, Example (4) shows an 

instance where the TT prioritised the loyalty towards the ST when translating a foreign 

ingredient. This was done by including the British ingredient double cream in the TT. 

 

(4) I use whipping cream for filling cakes 

as it is healthier and cheaper than 

double cream, but you can use either. 

Double cream is best for piping 

because it holds its shape for longer 

than whipping cream. Use whipped 

double cream if you are adding other 

flavourings, like brandy. 

 Själv använder jag vispgrädde i 

kakfyllningar. Ska man spritsa eller 

smaksätta grädden med t.ex. konjak passar 

egentligen den ännu fetare brittiska grädden 

”double cream” bäst eftersom den håller 

formen bättre, men det går även att använda 

vispgrädde.  
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Double cream does not exist in Sweden. According to Arla [www], the highest fat 

content among Swedish types of cream is 40%, whilst double cream has 48% according 

to Delia Online [www]. As Berry (2009) states in Example (4), cream with a lower fat 

content than double cream will not hold together as well, which also proves that the 

Swedish vispgrädde is not the ultimate substitute. This is therefore a case where the 

only possible Swedish equivalent would give a different result compared to the British 

ingredient.  

I then concluded that this could be an exception to the previously established 

pattern when it comes to translating foreign ingredients. Including double cream in (4), 

rather than replacing it, could be necessary in order to inform the target readers why 

their whipped cream may be too runny when piping or flavouring it. This is why 

Newmark’s (1988:91) method of transference along with Swedish notes was used when 

constructing the TT, by transferring double cream and adding the information den ännu 

fetare brittiska grädden. This made it possible to explain to the target reader why their 

only alternative is not ideal. Also, since Reiss (1977:109) recommends that explicitation 

can be used to aid the informative function, the additional notes seemed appropriate 

when the extra information concerning double cream was to be communicated.  

One could argue that including double cream goes against the previously stated 

arguments about only including available Swedish ingredients. The operative function 

may well be hindered slightly in this case, since the Swedish readers will not be able to 

use this ingredient in their own country. However, it still seemed as if the target readers 

deserved to know why their whipping cream may not be ideal. Therefore, it was 

important to aid the informative function in (4), which is also why the foreign ingredient 

is included in this particular case. Also, in order not to hinder the operative function 

completely, the Swedish cultural equivalent vispgrädde is included further down in (4).      

             

3.2.3 Measurements 

As previously stated, culture-specific phenomena can be features that are associated 

with a particular culture, according to Newmark (1988:95). I therefore classed the 

measurements in the ST as a culture-specific, since they vary between Britain and 

Sweden. In Example (5), the ST offers both imperial and metric measurements:  
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(5) Start off by buying two 18 cm 

(7 in) or 20 cm (8 in) loose-

bottomed sandwich tins 

 Börja med att köpa två runda 

springformar som är 18 eller 

20 cm i diameter 

As Epstein (2009) argues, for readers to be able to use a foreign cookbook, 

measurements usually have to be adapted to the target culture. The translator could keep 

the original measurements as well as add the measurements used in the target culture, 

although this might look slightly confusing to the reader. I therefore decided to adjust 

the TT to a Swedish cultural environment, by adapting the measurements without 

interference from the ST. To do this, I used Newmark’s (1988:103) method of deletion, 

and omitted any British culture-specific measurement from the ST (such as the Imperial 

measurements in Example (5)) that would not be of use to a Swedish audience, and only 

kept the metric measurements. Although Newmark himself (1988:103) argues that the 

ST culture is lost this way, I would still argue that this is the best possible solution, 

since keeping the British inches would mean risking to affect the operative function 

(Reiss 1977:109) negatively. Mixing two measurement systems in the TT could make 

the instructions of the cookbook less straightforward and therefore confusing to the 

reader. And since instructions are an important part of the operative function, as has 

been previously established, these must be kept as accessible as possible. 

 

3.2.4 Traditions 

Another feature that stood out in the ST during the translation process for this paper was 

traditions. I classed the traditional elements embedded in Example (6) and (7) below as 

culture-specific since they are specifically associated with British culture. And 

according to Newmark (1988:94), this is a sign of a potential culture-specific 

phenomenon.  

 

Example (6) demonstrates a comment from the ST that specifically highlights British 

tradition, since I believe Swedes would agree that Victoria Sandwich is not the most 

(6)  Large All-in-one Victoria  

Sandwich 

This must be the best known and 

loved of all family cakes. 

Stor allt-i-ett Victoria Sandwich 

Det här är förmodligen den mest 

berömda och älskade 

familjekakan i Storbritannien. 
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loved cake in Sweden. Example (7) then demonstrates a similar case, where the author 

remarks on self-raising flour as very common in cake making. However, according to 

the Swedish professional baker Eva Bodinger, such flour is not the most common flour 

in cake making in Sweden. 

 

(7)  As the name suggests, self-raising 

flour contains an added raising 

agent and so is most frequently 

used flour in cake making. 

Precis som namnet avslöjar innehåller 

självjäsande mjöl ett jäsningsmedel av 

något slag, och är även det vanligaste 

mjölet att baka kakor med i 

Storbritannien. 

 

The problem that arose with the statements above was of course how to translate them. I 

did want to keep the views in the comments since they offers a glimpse of British 

culture, which is also a part of the additional informative function (Reiss 1977:109) of 

the TT that was identified in section 3.1. Furthermore, the comments also contributes to 

the expressive function of the ST, since Berry’s personal viewpoints are incorporated in 

them. As Reiss (1977:109) recommends transferring such views in the TT, this was a 

further reason for keeping the statements.   

I then searched for a translation method in which it would be possible to keep the 

expressive function of the statements, and at the same time aid the additional 

informative function of the TT. Therefore, the examples were first of all translated as 

they were structured in the ST, i.e. they still spoke to the readers the way the ST does, 

by saying that Victoria Sandwich is the most loved cake and that self-raising flour is the 

most common flour. That way, the expressive function could be retained, by keeping 

Berry’s personal viewpoints in the translation. Then, in order to aid the additional 

informative function of the TT as well, i.e. explain British baking to the Swedish 

readers, I also decided to add an element that would facilitate for the target readers. 

Therefore, Newmark’s (1988:96) method of using notes was chosen, by adding the 

contextual Swedish information i Storbritannien to the translations. Since Reiss 

(1977:109) argues that explicitation should be used to aid the informative function if 

necessary, this seemed like a suitable method.    

In Example (8), the typically British tradition teatime is mentioned. 
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(8) The cakes in this chapter are not 

fancy cakes, but trusted staples 

for teatime, morning coffee 

breaks and lunch boxes. 

 

Kakorna i det här kapitlet är inga 

lyxkakor, utan vanliga, hederliga 

favoriter att avnjuta till ”teatime”, 

förmiddagskaffet och lunchrasten. 

 

This is such a famous British cultural phenomenon that I believe Swedes would be 

familiar with it too. The reason for this is that two major Swedish newspapers, DN 

[www] and Aftonbladet [www], have published articles concerning the growing 

popularity among Swedes to enjoy cake and tea the British way. There are also 

opportunities to experience so called “afternoon tea” at Swedish hotels, such as Grand 

Hotel in Stockholm. Since Swedes not only seem to know the concept behind teatime, 

but have also adapted it into their own lifestyle, I did not think this concept to be a 

problem in this translation process. It is clearly a culture-specific phenomenon since it 

fits into Newmark’s (1988:94) description of being associated with a certain culture. 

However, Newmark (1988:94) also states that if the source and target cultures overlap, 

the culture-specific phenomena may not always be a problem. This, I believe, is the case 

with teatime, since this concept is evidently already familiar to Swedes. 

I therefore considered this to be a good opportunity to create a translation which 

would focus on staying true to the ST, since teatime can evidently be used in a Swedish 

TT without blocking comprehension. Such a translation approach would also aid the 

additional informative function (Reiss 1977:109) of the TT, and introduce British 

baking culture to Swedish readers. To achieve this kind of translation, Newmark’s 

(1988:103) method of transference was used, and teatime was transferred directly into 

the TT.  

          

3.3  Translating linguistic features 

The following part of the analysis will demonstrate how personal pronouns and 

imperative verbs from the ST were analysed and translated in the TT. The text function 

of each feature will be discussed, using Reiss’ theory as described in section 2.1.1. The 

features are also examined from a discourse analysis point of view, by using Halliday & 

Hasan’s and Hellspong & Ledin’s theories as presented in sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. The 

choice of translation method is then based on Nida’s concept of formal or dynamic 

equivalence. First, examples of personal pronouns will be presented, and secondly, 

issues around imperative verbs. 
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3.3.1 Personal pronouns 

Munday (2012:137) argues that from a discourse analysis point of view, personal 

pronouns can have an impact on the text’s impression as a whole, and on the social 

relations it creates. Halliday & Hasan (1985:38) elaborate by stating that personal 

pronouns can determine how the author addresses her readers, which can for instance 

adjust the level of formality in a text, as argued by Hellspong & Ledin (1997:172). In 

the ST, there are several cases where Berry addresses the readers through the personal 

pronoun you. By addressing the reader, the author’s voice becomes apparent, which is 

also why this feature contributes to the expressive function (Reiss 1977:109) of the ST. 

Since Reiss (1977:109) recommends for such a feature to shine through in the TT, it 

was important to choose a suitable Swedish pronoun in the translation, in order to let 

Berry’s voice shine through accurately. However, since the Swedish language has 

several possible pronouns for the source term you, the difficulty then lies in which 

equivalent to use.  

Since it has already been established that ni/Ni was never an option, the remaining 

alternatives were, as Hellspong & Ledin (1997:173) state, the personal and informal du 

or the general and slightly more formal man. For inspiration as to which alternative to 

choose, other Swedish cookbooks were consulted. When doing so, I noticed that the use 

of man has given way slightly to the use of du over time. It is not possible to draw any 

definite conclusions about this because of my qualitative rather than quantitative 

research approach. But by examining a few Swedish cookbooks from different years, it 

is still possible to at least give an indication of this change. I found that older 

cookbooks, such as Olsson (1997), Sandquist-Bolin (1998) and Bengtsson (1999), 

nearly always address their reader by means of man. The same goes for the more recent 

cookbook by Eisenman & Eisenman (2005:9), although the reader is addressed directly 

in the introduction (“I den här boken talar vi inte om för dig vad du får och inte får 

äta”). Moving on to even more recent cookbooks, in Johansson (2011) and Lomelino 

(2012), the use of du has become very frequent and not just in the introductions. 

Johansson (2011:41) addresses the reader ”personally” in “Men alla tycker inte som jag, 

så hemma kan du ju baka lussebullar till midsommar om du vill det”. Lomelino 

(2012:16) takes a similar approach with sentences like ”Om du skulle råka vispa 

grädden för hårt kan du rädda den”.  
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My ST was published in 2009, i.e. not too long ago. This could therefore be an 

indication to translate you with the more personal du, as seen in other recent Swedish 

cookbooks. However, it was still necessary to reflect further. Mary Berry is after all 

quite a conservative lady of an older generation. She is also a traditionalist, as seen 

through the classic recipes included in her book, which have been mentioned earlier. 

This is why I did not want to overuse du and risk being too informal. Instead, I think a 

formal equivalence (Nida 1964a:159) is needed, which stays true to the author’s original 

voice. In order to create this formal equivalence, a mixture of man and du is therefore 

used throughout the TT (as seen in Examples 9 and 10), in order not to be overly 

personal but not too distant either, and thereby hopefully capture Berry’s original voice. 

When creating this mixture of man and du in the TT, I looked for a textual pattern 

to follow instead of choosing personal pronoun randomly. I therefore considered 

Halliday & Hasan’s (1985:38) point about general vs personal you:s. Looking at 

Example (9) and (10), for instance, I would argue that the first you is more general, 

while the latter is more personal.   

 

(9) In theory, you should always sift 

flour when baking, particularly 

cakes, to lighten the flour by 

incorporating air. 

Egentligen bör man alltid sikta i 

mjöl när man bakar, och då 

särskilt när det gäller kakor, 

eftersom mjölet blir luftigare och 

lättare då. 

(10) Full-fat milk will obviously add a 

richness to baking, but skimmed 

milk works just as well, if you 

prefer it. 

Standardmjölk ger naturligtvis en 

fylligare smak, men mjölk med 

lägre fetthalt fungerar också lika 

bra om du föredrar det. 

 

The reason for this is that in Example (9), the comment could apply to anyone, since 

everybody would do best in sifting flour when baking. Also, the English adverb always 

further indicates that this is something that concerns bakers in general. That is why man 

was used in Example (9) and in other more generally addressed statements. In Example 

(10), however, the author has narrowed down the number of addressees, as she is now 

speaking to those who prefer milk with a lower fat content. The sense of fewer 

recipients therefore made me choose du in (10) and in other similar cases, in order to 

create a more narrowed addressing of the reader.  
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Sometimes, however, it was less simple to determine whether the you in the ST 

was personal or general. That was the case in Example (11), where I would say it could 

be either.  

 

(11) You can make vanilla sugar by 

adding two or three vanilla pods to 

a jar of caster sugar. 

Man kan göra eget vaniljsocker 

genom att lägga två eller tre 

vaniljstänger i en burk med 

strösocker. 

 

In those situations, the Swedish pronoun that would contribute to the intended level of 

formality of the TT as a whole was chosen. In my opinion, it may not matter a great 

deal as to which pronoun is used in (11). Instead, the important thing is that man and du 

are being used to an appropriate extent throughout the TT, in order to address the reader 

in a way that matches the author’s voice, i.e. by not being too informal. 

 

3.3.2 Imperative verbs 

Another linguistic feature that stood out in the ST were imperative verbs. These verbs 

contribute to the operative function of the text, since they give the reader instructions to 

follow, as explained by Hellspong & Ledin (1997:173). In order to retain an operative 

function, Reiss (1977:109) stresses the importance of the TT re-creating the same effect 

on its readers as the ST has. This, I believe, can be done by adapting Nida’s formal 

equivalence (1964a:159), and staying true to the ST by preserving the imperative verb 

forms in the TT. 

Imperative verb forms are very frequent in the ST. Most of the time, as in 

Example (12), they also seemed to work perfectly well in the TT. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Other Swedish cookbooks, such as Olsson (1997), Sandquist (1998), Bengtsson (1999), 

Eisenman & Eisenman (2005), Johansson (2011) and Lomelino (2012), also use 

imperative verbs in instructions such as in Example (12), e.g. in sentences like “Dela 

(12) Snip each corner then press the 

parchment on to the greased tin, 

folding up the edges to create a 

paper basket. 

Klipp sedan ett jack i varje hörn och 

tryck ner papperet i botten på den 

smorda formen så att kanterna viks 

upp och täcker sidorna. 
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degen i två delar. Kavla ut en del i taget till en 3-4 mm tjock rektangel” (Johansson 

2011:13). In comments such as Example (12), a formal equivalence that keeps the 

imperative verbs in the TT therefore seemed appropriate. 

There was, however, also a case where further exploration was necessary before 

deciding on a translation approach. Example (13) presents a comment from the author, 

which in my opinion seemed to be less of an instruction and more of a tip at first. 

 

Comparing (12) and (13), I first believed they differed slightly in terms of textual 

functions (Reiss 1977:109). Example (12) has a clear operative function, as it aims to 

make the reader follow the instructions and actually snip each corner etc. Example (13) 

may contain elements of the operative function too, if Berry hopes to be able to 

persuade the readers to use a palette knife in a certain way. However, it could also be 

the case that Example (13) has more of an informative function, and simply aims to 

inform the reader about possible ways to use a palette knife. In that case, using an 

imperative verb in the Swedish comment could come across as rather pushy, in my 

opinion. This might be something that is best avoided in a text, so that the readers’ 

impression of the author is not affected negatively. This is also why it was necessary to 

choose the translation strategy for (13) carefully. I first considered using Nida’s theory 

of dynamic equivalence (1964a:159), in which the TT would be adjusted to suit the 

target audience’s environment, by using a different kind of phrasing, without imperative 

verbs. That way, a pushy tone could have been avoided. However, as is evident in 

Example (13), a dynamic equivalence was not the final choice of translation approach, 

since the imperative is kept after all.  

In the decision making process, it also seemed appropriate to incorporate 

discourse analysis before a final choice could be made. Munday (2012:137) argues that 

within discourse analysis, linguistic features are examined from a social point of view. 

Discussing the imperatives in terms of the social relations they create therefore seemed 

like a promising approach when it came to determining whether an imperative verb 

would sound too insistent in (13). Hellspong & Ledin (1997:173) discuss this. They 

argue that imperative verbs can bring a sense of authority to a text, and also give the 

(13) Use them [palette knives] to lift 

biscuits off baking trays 

Använd palettkniven till att flytta 

färdiga småkakor eller kex från 

plåten 
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impression that the author is competent. Therefore, it could be more preferable to keep 

the imperative in (13) rather than rephrasing it. Also, since Nordman (1994:71) argues 

that imperative verbs are a distinguishing feature of a cookbook, perhaps the risk of 

sounding too pushy is not so great after all, if the reader is expecting to find such verbs 

in a cookbook. Examining the rest of the book, there are cases where Berry uses a more 

suggestive phrasing: 

  

(14) You can chop chocolate in a food 

processor […] 

Man kan hacka choklad i en 

matberedare […] 

 

In Example (14), the modal verb can along with the infinitive chop suggest that the 

comment is not meant as an order. Instead, the comment informs about a way to chop 

chocolate, which also makes the function of (14) informative. This proves that where 

Berry presents informative statements, she is already using a less pushy structure. 

Therefore, I also concluded that if (13) was an informative statement, Berry would have 

used a less pushy phrasing in this comment too. I then had to rethink my opinion about 

the text function behind Example (13), since I realised that it is probably more operative 

than informative after all. And if the ST comment is operative, the TT comment should 

be so as well, as argued by Reiss (1977:109). The final solution was therefore to use a 

formal equivalence in Example (13), and thus keep all the imperatives from the ST in 

the TT. 

 

 

4. Conclusion 

The aim of this paper was to examine possible methods for translating a cookbook from 

English to Swedish. The target categories of investigation were how to translate culture-

specific phenomena as well as linguistic features in the form of personal pronouns and 

imperative verbs. As section 3 shows, these are aspects that can create challenges for 

translators when producing the TT. 

In terms of culture-specific phenomena, the translation methods used to translate 

these were the ones presented by Newmark (1988). Sometimes, methods focused on 

retaining the original culture, and sometimes it was more important to facilitate for the 

readers’ comprehension. To retain the culture of the ST, names of bakes (Victoria 
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Sandwich) and the British concept teatime were all transferred directly into the TT. 

Other examples of culture-specific phenomena called for a different approach, however. 

In order to facilitate for the target readers, some culture-specific phenomena had to be 

adjusted completely to the TT audience. British measurements (8 in) were entirely 

omitted in the TT, and British ingredients that cannot be found in Sweden (such as 

baking spread) were replaced with something known by a Swedish audience, apart from 

the exception in which double cream was transferred along with a Swedish explanation. 

Moving on to linguistic features, these were all translated baring Nida’s 

(1964a:159) theory of formal equivalence in mind. In terms of personal pronouns, the 

English you was translated by staying true to the author’s original voice. The Swedish 

pronouns du and man were therefore used alternatingly, so as to create a balance in 

terms of formality when addressing the readers. In terms of imperative verbs, where the 

ST contained such verb forms, the TT was also structured in the same way, thus 

creating a formal equivalence as well. 

Having summed up the results from section 3, it is evident that the linguistic 

features that are included in this paper were translated by putting the loyalty towards the 

ST first, while the culture-specific phenomena alternated between prioritising the target 

readers’ needs and the loyalty towards the ST. I would therefore conclude that the 

culture-specific phenomena and linguistic features that were examined in this paper 

have different responsibilities in the TT. While the personal pronouns and imperative 

verbs contribute with respect for the ST, the culture-specific phenomena do so as well, 

but also have to facilitate for the target readers’ comprehension in some cases.  

For future research, it could be interesting to examine translation methods of other 

linguistic features of a cookbook, in order to see whether the conclusion of this paper 

remain the same.  
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